Introduction
With an ever increasing amount of installed electrical load in modern automobiles there is a corresponding increase in the demands placed on the automotive electrical system. This system's inability to supply these demands efficiently at 12V suggests that a new higher system voltage will soon become necessary [1] . Unfortunately re-engineering, re-design and parts procurement costs prohibit a single change to a higher system voltage. A dual voltage architecture provides a simple, yet effective, solution to this problem. High demand loads such as Electrically Heated Catalysts, Heated Windshields and other various heater loads can be supplied efficiently at a voltage much higher than 12V while the traditional 12V standard is retained to supply filament lighting, semi-conductors and other loads which cannot make a transition to a higher system voltage without prohibitive consequences.
The nominal output voltage of a conventional passenger car alternator is limited to 12-14V over the entire speed range despite the fact that this voltage is initially reached at a relatively low speed. This paper describes the development of a new design of automotive alternator which allows the DC output voltage to rise to 32V which is more suited to efficient supply of heater loads. This utilises more of the alternators output capability while retaining the traditional 12V standard for the many other loads not suitable for higher voltage operation. Such an alternator was designed to generate and regulate two independent DC voltages within a single housing without compromising the existing 12V system.
Automotive Dual Voltage DC Supplies
To date, research into dual voltage supplies has been confined to the area of Commercial/Military vehicles. The main reason for dual voltage supplies in such vehicles is the manufacturers and customers demand for 12V communications and lighting equipment to be installed in vehicles with 24V systems, with little or none of this impetus being created by efficiency considerations. As a result many options for dual voltage automotive power supplies already exist [2] . A Transformer-Rectifier (TR) unit is one option which would initially seem ideal. The higher voltage is generated via a 3 phase step up transformer connected directly to the stator AC winding. Two independent sixpulse bridge rectifiers produce two separate DC voltages from the transformer primary and secondary windings. When considering a TR system in the context of passenger car applications several flaws emerge. The two voltages cannot be independently regulated, also, there is a marked increase in losses with the addition of the step-up transformer and its associated rectifier. Finally the increase in generating unit size and weight would render this system unsuitable.
Another option which would appeal to many designers is the use of a single conventional alternator to supply a single DC voltage with the addition of a DC-DC converter to supply the other voltage not being generated directly by the alternator. Several possible configurations exist [2] . With any such DC-DC converter the switching transistor must be rated to withstand both the higher voltage and the higher current (at lower voltage). The high cost of a suitably rated converter, lack of increase in overall efficiency when converter efficiency is taken into consideration and packaging difficulties for any such system would also render this option unsuitable.
Dual Voltage Alternator
This paper describes the development of an efficient and effective dual voltage alternator capable of delivering two DC voltages from a single conventional automotive alternator without the necessity of an external DC-DC converter.
The new power semiconductor assembly is illustrated in Fig 1. The power semi-conductor assembly is exactly the same as a conventional single voltage alternator with the exception that the three new thyristors and the lower three diodes form a half controlled bridge whose output can vary between 0V and the output as seen across the six-pulse diode bridge. The new alternator output regulator must now perform a dual function; not only does it control the field current as before but it must now produce gating pulses for the three thyristors in a manner which ensures both voltages are accurately controlled while the AC machine is generating power. 
Dual Voltage Alternator Regulator
The new regulator design is based around a 16bit microcontroller. This microcontroller circuit has proved to be more than capable of performing the basic function of voltage regulation of both DC voltages.
Fig 2: Microcontroller Regulator
A suitably packaged microcontroller with its associated input signal conditioning and output circuitry occupies a volume comparable to any existing assembly. The basic set of functions are as follows.
• Closed loop voltage regulation of 32V output using 400Hz PWM of field winding.
• Closed loop voltage regulation of 12V output using firing angle control of thyristors.
• Closed loop control implemented using PI algorithms.
• Two modes of operation possible (c.f. Section 5)
Although the microcontroller is designed to perform dual voltage regulation at electrical frequencies of up to 2kHz corresponding to alternator speeds of 20,000rpm, it's processing capabilities are far from exhausted. This spare processing capacity allows for the possibility of incorporating several novel functions;
• Communications with an Energy Management Unit to allow both output voltages to be continuously variable, and enabling the switch between operating modes to be decided externally.
• Spare A/D channels allowing for the monitoring of alternator output current and temperature with the addition of shunts and thermocouples.
• Rotor speed feedback allowing for the elimination of unnecessary losses associated with alternator operation below the speed at which useful alternator output can be produced.
Alternator Operation
In 1991 [3] a series of meetings was organised by the SAE in an effort to establish a set of recommendations for a higher system voltage for automotive architectures. A general consensus among the many representatives from the Automotive industry present concluded that 48V would be the maximum nominal system voltage because this value could rise to the maximum safe allowable 65V DC during cold weather charging. Research has shown that the most suitable output voltage for existing 12V claw pole alternator designs lies in the range 20-40V [4] . For this reason 32V was chosen for the elevated bus voltage, the DC output of a conventional 12V alternator reaches this value at 3000rpm rotor speed corresponding to an engine speed of approximately 1400rpm.
The loads to be supplied from the 32V bus will only be heater loads and as these loads are only supplied with electrical power when the engine is running, no reserve capacity should be necessary. If a load levelling function does become necessary for this bus the addition of a suitably rated capacitor may be an option. Despite their high energy and power density and easily calculated state of charge, research into super-capacitors has not yet produced a suitably inexpensive and reliable unit for passenger car applications.
Two dominant modes of operation exist for this new dual voltage alternator. The first occurs when both buses are electrically loaded and both voltages are continuously regulated. The second mode occurs when there is no electrical load on the 32V bus (if we recall the higher voltage loads are high demand intermittent heater loads), in this case we can minimise semiconductor and AC machine losses if we gate the thyristors at zero delay (α=0) and regulate the field to produce the required voltage on the 12V bus. Considering the three thyristors gated at α=0 and the lower three diodes as a single six pulse diode bridge it can be seen that this is equivalent to a return to conventional single voltage alternator operation. Conversely if all the generated electrical power is required at the higher voltage this simply involves eliminating the thyristor gating pulses. Waveforms for both modes of operation can be seen in Fig 3(a) and Fig 3(b) . The 32V electrical load consists of short duty cycle heater loads, with the exception of an undefined amount of EMI possibly necessitating suitable screening and despite the 100% voltage ripple on this bus as seen above, no other problems are anticipated as these heater loads are otherwise relatively unaffected by such ripple.
The pulsed nature of the 12V battery current may at first appear undesirable but research has shown that automotive battery charging using pulsed current can lead to prolonged cycle life, faster charging times an in certain cases an almost complete recovery of capacity after deep discharge [5] . A faster charging time for the load levelling 12V battery is a major advantage when we remind ourselves that the quantity of time a car spends idling is set to continue increasing as the amount of traffic on our roads continues to grow. It is now possible that between periods of idling the battery may be charged to a level which will allow it to continually maintain a favourable state of charge. Pulsed current charging of lead-acid batteries has proved to be such a success that Pulse-Tech Products (USA) have introduced a range of products aimed at capacity recovery and quiescent drain compensation based on this principle alone. EMI may be minimised if the automobile's electrical load is only fed from the battery terminals and not directly from the alternator itself, the alternator's pulsed output is then directed to the battery via a suitably screened cable.
Alternator Efficiency

Fig4: AC machine, rectifier circuitry and loads as configured for loss measurements
The new dual voltage alternator has increased efficiency when compared with a traditional 12V unit as it is allowed to operate closer to optimum output voltage. Results were taken for both 12V and 12/32V operation. The alternator losses throughout the 0-8000rpm speed range were measure or calculated as follows:
• Friction & Windage; measured as mechanical power with no field and no electrical load on AC machine • Diode & Line; measured as difference between total AC power and total DC power.
• Stator I 2 R; calculated as Iphase(AC) x Rphase(Stator).
• Rotor I 2 R; calculated as Vfield(Avg) x Ifield(Avg).
• Total magnetic; calculated as the difference between total mechanical input power, total AC machine losses and AC output power. (a) Stator Magnetic; calculated as difference between mechanical input power for no field current and the case where field current is controlled to maintain proper no-load DC output voltage conditions. (b) Rotor Magnetic; calculated as the difference between total magnetic and stator magnetic loss.
• 12V & 32V DC power; calculated as Vdc(Avg) x Idc(Avg).
For dual voltage operation the stator magnetic losses are increased due to the increased flux levels required to deliver 32V but the semiconductor and stator I 2 R losses are equivalently reduced with rotor magnetic and I 2 R losses relatively unaffected by the change in stator and field operating conditions. The overall reduction in losses resulted in 470W of DC electrical power being produced from 1000W of mechanical power for dual voltage operation as indicated in Fig 5(a) while only 400W of DC electrical power can be produced for similar conditions at 12V as indicated in Fig 5(b) . This figure does not include wiring harness losses external to the alternator which would further emphasise the difference between single and dual voltage operation. The existing cooling fan was not altered to correspond to the reduced cooling requirements resulting from lower currents but a further decrease in losses can be expected when this happens. In Fig 5(b) below the load was distributed almost equally between the two buses but as the 32V load is further increased, there is a corresponding increase in average alternator efficiency, conversely an increase in the 12V electrical load results in a reduction in average efficiency. 
Conclusion
Dual voltage operation allows more output power to be made available at a suitably higher voltage from a conventionally wound 12V automotive alternators; this not only improves average alternator efficiency but also reduces the average wiring harness currents, associated losses and cooling requirements.
This new design of dual voltage alternator has the ability to generate and semi-independently regulate two separate DC voltages, with additional modes of operation aimed at loss minimisation now possible. The only major changes necessary to a conventional single voltage alternator is the addition of three thyristors to the power semi-conductor assembly and a new regulator design incorporating an enhanced set of regulator functions.
